SIR -Napoleon's imperial project in Egypt was far from being romantic, as the headline on the Book Review of Nina Burleigh's Mirage: Napolean's scientists and the unveiling of Egypt would suggest ('The ultimate Romantic adventure' Nature 450, 793; 2007) . Like other acts of imperialism, it was oppressive and demeaning to the lands and cultures that it claimed to liberate, study or civilize.
Did the learned men who were part of Napolean's imperial adventures ever wonder whether the often-brutal manipulation and subjugation of another civilization was in keeping with the highest ideals of the Enlightenment? Did any real benefit accrue to the peoples of Egypt or India when their treasures were revealed to Europe?
These wonders had been understood, interpreted and revered by the local populations within the context of their own culture and history long before Europeans came across them. Their 'discovery' by Europeans largely paved the way for further exploitation. They filled the coffers of the colonial masters, but often impoverished the colonies. Looked at in isolation from the fundamentally unjust social and political policies that sustained them, the scientific achievements seem to be stunning. But any honest evaluation of the scientific byproducts of imperial projects is incomplete without acknowledgement of the exploitative nature of imperialism. I wasn't moved to write at that time, but the recent announcement by the UK Science and Technology Facilities Council of an £80-million (US$156-million) shortfall in its budget (see Nature 450, 1127-1128; 2007) has made me change my mind. This is going to translate into a (minimum) 25% decrease in grants for the next three years, with no prospect of improvement after that -a situation that will be catastrophic for physics, astronomy and planetary science in the United Kingdom, and for the morale of those research communities. As a UK planetary scientist, this does not feel like a golden era. Those of us who have decided "to put in more hours at the lab for the same reason all good scientists do" will resent being compared to even a fictional Ms Spears. Your article pokes fun at the pop singer, but it also indirectly undermines the dedication of real young women starting out on a research career.
Ninad Bondre

Phil Bland
The satirical Spears is helped in her scholarly endeavours by her pop-singer's salary, which exceeds that of a real graduate student by several orders of magnitude. Those who, like Spears, are parents must struggle on their stipends and balance the demands of scientific research with those of their children -not a problem for the wealthy Spears of academic fantasy.
Her frivolous appearance is also caricatured in the laboratory setting, reflecting an attitude that can still influence how women scientists dress. She also seems untroubled by the prospect of a fight for a place in the sciences. But that requires more than just inspiration: add quantities of caffeine, a fear of failure and years of hard work and personal sacrifice. I have yet to embark on the next step after graduate school, but I can only hope to have a fraction of the impact on society that the Dr Spears of Futures has on diabetes. I'll try to work harder.
I do agree, though, that we must find more ways to inspire upcoming generations to pursue endeavours that will benefit humanity, instead of glorifying reality television and tabloid superstardom. 176-180; 2008) , describes fascinating science, the progression of this research to a viable technology would represent a dangerous advance in humankind's ability to accelerate global warming.
The prospect of increasing the energy efficiency of hydrocarbon extraction from tar sands, as referred to in the Letter, is highly questionable. Any technology that will increase our capacity to free surface or sub-surface carbon is surely undesirable, and will reduce the imperative to migrate to non-carbon or closed-carbon energy cycles.
